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e are back at home from Tanzania meetings

and adventures!

I would like to share with you my personal

thoughts and reflections on our visit to Tanzania, which

was carried out following the Board of Directors (BD)

decision at Cyprus to have the Executive Committee

(EC) and BD meetings in Africa for the first time.

I was anxious and curious to go to Tanzania not only

because this is my first travel to an African country, but

also to experience the meaning of being in the position

of the CIF International President.

In Zurich I met Gabi Kronberger and Michael Cronin -

CIF President's MessageCIF President's Message
From Edna Bar-On,

CIF International President

two CIF International EC

Members at Large. From there

we flew together to Dar-el-

Salaam. During the 10 hours

flight we exchanged ideas and

thoughts so that the long flight

seemed short and fast.

One of my biggest cultural

shocks was to learn that time

and planned schedules simply

don't work and the term “Hakuna Matata” (no problem,

no worries) is a way of life. My first experience of this

Dear Fellow CIF members

The New Generation

Many of you know that we

are now trying to bring in

more young professionals and

students in the health, social

and educational programs,

thus creating a new avenue of

Service: ! I am one of the first

advocates for this and a true believer that youth is our

future and we need to support, trainand give

opportunities to develop, learn, interact, create and

lead.

Having time to really think and rethink this long

summer for me due to my health problems, I had the

time to come to see realities which were dormant until

today. In addition, came the economic crisis in my

country bringing huge changes in the way of living, in

the values of life and the values of the person. It brought

back memories – it brought back living conditions which

were unseen and untouchable the last years. Cyprus is

facing a huge economic, social, political and

psychological problem which is bringing lots of changes

in our lives. Some say this is for good… as we had slipped

from the “good” way and become very materialistic,

forgetting the essence of the family, of giving, of

servicing, of loving one another, but left ourselves to be

guided by wealth, money, arrogance and selfishness.

We had become very shallow and thought that nothing

could “touch” . We had many warnings for the coming

catastrophe, we had many apparent signs of the

upcoming problems, but grittiness, bad administration

and wrong calculations have driven us where we are

today.

Some take it very negatively; some are apathetic and

us

just wait to see what the next day will bring them, and

the rest fight. Fight not for their lives per se, but for

their children's well being, for their future, for the

future of Cyprus as a whole and independent small

country.

Investing in our youth is a must and we need to take

immediate action. Peace cannot come unless we

educate our youth from day one and help them

develop thinking in a constructive, productive, creative

and humanitarian way. Servicing our communities,

offering a helping hand to the needy should be coming

from within. We must remember that the youth of

today are the leaders of tomorrow. By helping to

develop young leaders and good professionals we

strengthen our communities – this is the FUTURE!

We now need to ask questions and we need to open

ourselves to the answers. We cannot say, “No, we will

not do this,” or “Let others do it. I have other things to

think about.” The ball is on all now. We need to

encourage more young professionals to join us in order

to make a difference. Every single help is an addition to

our purpose. Slowly but steadily, once we are united,

once there is a will there is an outcome. WE can do it if

we all dedicate ourselves to this purpose. Create a

better world for our youth, for TOMORROW!

This links to the goals and objectives of CIF. CIF works

towards promoting international understanding and

through training and exchange of

experience for professionals in human services and

does this in a way expanding worldwide and

offering professional human services development and

training through intercultural exchange.

us

universal

Dr. Maria Christopoulou, CIF Cyprus

Vice President CIF International, editor World News

world peace
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Maria Christopoulou, CIF Cyprus, CIF WN editor
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Never the less, I strongly believe

that the Tanzanian escapade will

strengthen us as individuals and

as an organization. It will lead us

towards goals and targets'

achievements in the very special

spirit of CIF vision and beliefs.

was at the airport, where I had to get my visa, and the

"correct bill" of $50 was expected. It took quite some

time to get my visa back and this served as a lesson of

Tanzanian time and regulations to which I had to

accept and adjust. Throughout our visit I realized again

and again that traffic in the city complicates time

schedules and hard conditions make people “play it by

ear” and “take it as it comes.” This was very different

from my own habits and nature,

but soon enough I adopted the

expression “if you don't have

expectations you are not

disappointed and better don't

build up expectations but be

surprised for the better.” This

attitude was essential in order to

cope with unexpected situations

and constant long delays which

were never foreseen.

One of my most impressive experiences was staying

at a local home and the opportunity to be part of a

Tanzanian family life. My host family for two days was

warm and very kind. Each EC member was hosted by a

different family and for our EC meetings we met at the

home of Mr. Kennedy who was my host.

Mr. Kennedy and his wife provided us with the best

conditions and services such as a big table, cold drinks,

refreshments and excellent meals served in beautiful

dishes. The many children in the house were always

there to serve us and kept quiet so that we could do

our work for the two full days.

In the early morning I could hear the gentle singing of a

young girl under my window while she was preparing the

fire to boil water and cook our breakfast. The wonderful

fruits and the new kind of food products were a pleasant

surprise too.

On the third day we moved to the

H o t e l , w h e r e t h e s i x t e e n

representatives of the board of

directors had already checked in

and where our BD meetings took

place.

The BD meetings went well. I felt

that BD members were involved in

the discussions, shared some very

good ideas and planned new steps

to be taken. Even though we had no

quorum and new representatives

needed to learn the rules, the

newly elected EC members stepped

into their roles smoothly and the

meetings were conducted in a

pleasant and positive atmosphere.

As an exception, CIF International

covered the cost of the three days

meetings instead of the hosting branch, in order to allow

the working conditions required to complete our

missions and tasks.

The two days Conference was another event which can

be appreciated as a positive but “different” experience. It

was arranged and led by Dar-el-Salaam University

(TASWA) and the presentations on albinism, human

rights and women rights were very informative and

interesting. The presentations were

followed by discussions and

involved social work students who

had learned about CIF as well.

Our after hours work activities

such as evening dinners at the

beach, old city Bagamayo tour, visit

to the city market and to Massai

village Pingo, were special and an

unforgettable experience. As in

previous visits around the world, it

was our very unique organization which allowed us to

experience real life, meet with the people and learn

about their culture in a way that no tourist could

experience, including the sanitary and sleeping

conditions under the mosquito net.

So far are my impressions from the Tanzanian

adventure, but then we had to face another reality in

form of the so called open bill at the hotel which we were

forced to pay. We experienced a situation which has

never happened before in the history of CIF and came as a

nightmare. This situation demands that we decide

carefully upon our further steps and make a plan to

protect our organization regarding financial and ethical

aspects.

Never the less, I strongly believe that the Tanzanian

escapade will strengthen us as individuals and as an

organization. It will lead us towards goals and targets'
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Excitement filled many of my days leading up to participating in the first ever CIF

Board meeting in an African country. CIF Tanzania eagerly greeted us upon arrival

at the Dar es Salaam Airport, driving us to our conference site where we would

spend the week.

I was immediately impressed by the sheer number

of people in transit. People were on buses,

bicycles, motorbikes, cars and on foot moving

from one place to another. The traffic almost

always moved at a snail' space.

As a new CIF Board member, I felt privileged to be a

part of this Board of Directors Meeting in Tanzania.

We had fruitful discussions and enjoyed the

fellowship. Many new friendships developed.

Saturday was spent at Pingo Village which was a

great cultural experience. The Massai were friendly,

engaging and energetic.

The atmosphere suddenly turned dark in the Lobby at the Landmark Hotel in Dar es Salaam on the Sunday of our

departure. The room quickly filled with feelings of betrayal, confusion, disbelief then shifted to fear and lastly guilt.

Many of these emotions I associate with the feelings that occur when one has sustained great loss. What was the loss?

For me it was a loss of trust, community, family and fellowship.

The guilt that I felt was about my inability to help my colleagues who stayed at the Landmark Hotel under a false notion

that release was one transaction away. It was later that we would learn of the extreme emotional conditions in which

our colleagues underwent. Situations become much clearer retrospectively. Thank you, Gabi and all for the strength

and courage that you demonstrated during such stressful time.

CIF Tanzania hosting the first CIF Board Meeting in Africa failed. CIF Tanzania failed their colleagues, CIF International

and the spirit of H.B. Ollendorff. CIF Tanzania took much more from CIF International than money. Integrity and trust

are values that cannot be purchased or sold. We have all come out of this experience differently from when we entered.

USA
By Carolyn Sutton,

CIF USA, President

Reflections from the CIF-Tanzania Board Meeting

C.I.F.

achievements in the very special spirit of CIF vision and

beliefs.

It is now time for us to concentrate on our important

issues to complete at our next meetings in Ankara, Turkey.

The main subjects on our table will be the statutes

changes, Professional Exchange Programs (PEP's), public

relations and guidelines. We will also intensify the

process of incorporating modern digital tools such as e-

forum and Facebook, into our communication. These

should improve information flow and be appreciated by

the young generation which is the future of our

organization.

We will wait for the EC and BD minutes sent out by our

Secretary, Lollie Bailey-Nilsson, to get fully informed. We

t h e n w i l l fo l l o w t h e d i s c u s s i o n s a n d t h e

recommendations and prepare for our meetings in June

2013.

CIF TURKEY welcomes you all

to the 30th CIF International Conference

Ankara, Turkey in June 2013!

CIF TURKEY welcomes you all

to the 30th CIF International Conference

Ankara, Turkey in June 2013!

Turkey
Conference Organization

Committee

Dear Members and Friends of CIF International,

We would like to invite you to a conference in Turkey; a

country where continents meet,where you discover

civilizations built on one another if you dig in the earth, where

you encounter cultures dating back centuries.

Encounters influence our lives significantly from birth to the

end of life. At the moment we are born, we have our first

encounter with our mother and continue to have other

encounters with our family members, friends and teachers.

Then, we encounter new colleagues in professional lives, new

people and new cultures as the circle enlarges in the course of

our social lives.

We, as social workers and related professions encounter

applicants, colleagues and colleagues from other countries

through CIF International. The basic reason for social work

professions to exist is to deal with all the tension and problems

created by these encounters and help people out to overcome

these challenges.

Each encounter opens new windows into our lives. We sail to

new worlds which we do not know exist and steer ourselves into



new directions. However, encounters are not limited only to

our personal worlds. In a more globalized world, encounters are

varied and differ significantly as we meet people from all over

the world through Internet in virtual platforms, with people in

free movement zones. Borders are lost, walls collapse, we learn

the difference between war and peace, disaster and calm.

Encounters result in agreeable and positive outcomes as well

as conflicts. In today's world, we see more stress and conflict

taking place among individuals, groups or nations. There are

negative situations arising from differences (like men and

women, children and parents, different communities, different

religions, etc.) that coexist in the same place. Meeting others

who are different often brings out disagreement, rejection,

exclusion and alienation instead of recognition, acceptance,

integration and reconciliation. While articulation results in

knowing and accepting “the other” and reconciliation creates

balance and civil environment, “state of conflicts” otherwise

lead to perpetuate identity crises between individuals, groups

and nations.

We live in a global era where migrations as new encounters

have been increasingly going on and most visible with its

national or international dimensions. However, their effects on

sub-national processes are often difficult to observe clearly and

yet are experienced deeply by families, immigrants and

disadvantaged people.

Migration is a horizontal dimension of movements and

encounters. Turkey is also a country whereintensive domestic

and external migration are being observed.Whether it is

intensive or not, migration is a reality for every part of the world.

When the rate of horizontal movement increases, in other

words, when migration increase encounters, a rise in conflicts

and social problems come into sight. The fundamental

problems created by global encounters are xenophobia, racism,

exclusion, ostracism, discrimination, alienation and increased

violence. Hence, the need for social services' mediating role by

individuals, immigrant families, inhabitants and also by

governments increases. This demand for social services is

arising in all countries, because domestic and external

migration become widespread social facts.

Globalization and new encounters coexist in the same society,

in the same culture. “Conflicting dualities” (we and the others)

continue to coexist. Therefore, it is still crucial to learn to live

with differences, to coexist, to meet with the different one,

accept the others, develop social solidarity and conflict

resolution skills.

Social work and related professions are at the center of this

new world of conflicts. They continously confront problems of

immigrants, children living and working on the street, the poor,

street and school gangs, drug addicts, victims of internet abuse

and hate crimes. Today, it is more important and critical than

ever that social work professionals cooperate with their peers at

the global level, share their experiences and use their

knowledge and skills in response to these new challenges and

create new solutions to these problems.

It is known that encounters can sometimes be considered as

threats and at other times opportunity for growth.From this

point of view, we invite you as social work professionals who are

confronting these problems in different parts of the world, to

Turkey to discuss encounters and think about how we can turn

these challenges into opportunities for a better world. We hope

to provide a platform for you to participate in discussion groups,

share your experiences and form new solutions to combat these

situations.

We hope you will contribute to the issues raised in this

conference. We will be more than happy to accept

contributions of ideas and experiences of CIF members and

friends all around the world.

We are looking forward to hearing from you…

Diversity involves multiculturalism, differences in ethnic

culture, religion, language or race. These are not necessarily

causes for discrimination; on the contrary, they can be viewed

as assets. “Diversity” is one of the key concepts in our

professional work that you can share your experiences and have

an opportunity to discuss your work on the subject.

Discrimination by people and groups may be the most painful

encounter for those who are exposed to it.People are excluded

and treated as outsiders due to age, race, religion, disability,

sexual orientation, place of origin, or use of drugs. Social work is

based on professional ethical values and, as such, is against all

forms of discrimination.

Conflicts and violence may arise between individuals, groups,

or communities and emerge as a result of differences in

understanding of multiculturalism. Violence can exist not only

between races, religions or ethnic groups, but also in schools

and other such institutions. Wherever the conflicts emerge,

social work and related professions have critical functions to

restore mutual understanding and reconciliation using skills

and knowledge in developing anger control, conflict resolutions,

negotiation and mediation.

Lack of tolerance or not being able to live with people who are

different from themselves, causes some people to become

angry and commit hate crimes. The most damaging and adverse

encounter is hate crimes based on reciprocal or one-sided

The Main Topics of The Conference Theme:

1) Diversity and Identity

2) Discrimination

3) Conflicts and Violence

4) Hate Crimes

Identity can represent a person or a community. A person can

express himself/herself with his/her identity. It can be

described as the proof of existence. We as social work

professionals need to accept the identities of people we work

with.

C.I.F. W o r l d N e w s Page 5



intolerance.

There is an adjustment process

or harmonization period for

related parties in each new

encounter. This adjustment can be

realized by itself automatically

over the course of time or with the

help of professionals. There are

many new ways and initiative

methods to make our world a

more safe and peaceful place.

In our age, one of the most important encounters is the

Internet. This technology brings massive advantages in

communication as well as the possibility of threats. Internet

abuse mostly takes part in child pornography, organ trade,

internet crimes, human trafficking etc. Social work

professionals need to work with victims who have been subject

to such crimes and suffered in some way because of their use of

technology.

Human trafficking is the illegal trade of human beings for the

purposes of commercial sexual exploitation, reproductive

slavery, forced labor or a modern-day form of slavery. Human

trafficking disregards human dignity and diminishes the value

of human beings. It mainly affects women and children.

Another area of concern is the mafia, who sell human organs in

an illegal manner. Since it has international dimensions, it is one

of the most challenging areas for social work professionals.

5) Reconciliation

6) Internet Abuse

7) Human Trafficking and Refugees

We invite you to submit a

presentation or lead a workshop

during the conference.You can fill in

t h e f o r m f o r c o n f e r e n c e

presentations and workshops at

http://conference.cifturkey. org

and send it to our academic

committee by March 30th 2013 to

academic@cifturkey.org.

Application deadline to present a

paper or lead a workshop: 30th

March, 2013!!!

Your contact details, title of your presentation(s)/

workshop(s), abstract (maxiumum 250 words), short bio and

send to: academic@cifturkey.org

CIF Executive Committee Meeting: May 30-31, 2013

CIF Board of Directors Meeting: June 1-2, 2013

CIF Conference: June 3-8, 2013

CONFERENCE VENUE: Büyük Anadolu Ho

Büyük Anadolu Hotel - Ankara,

Turkeywww.bah.com.tr

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION

Conference fees will include full room and board (all inclusive

based on double rooms) from lunch on Monday, June 3, 2013

until breakfast on Saturday, June 8, 2013. The meals will include

breakfast, lunch, two coffee breaks and dinner. A single room

comes with an additional fee that is 25 Euro/day.

Please inform us about:

CONFERENCE DATES

ACCOMMODATION:

CONFERENCE FEES

tel - Ankara,

Turkeywww.bah.com.tr

One can register for the 30th CIF International Conference

either online from the address http://conference.

cifturkey.org/registration.htm or download the form, fill in and

return it by e-mail to the address cifturkey@cifturkey.org.If you

do not have access

-Ankara TURKEY”.

to the Internet,you can get a copy from your

country branch or contact person, and fax your registration

form to CIF Turkey at + 90 312 229 63 14 or you may also mail it

to “Sosyal Hizmet Alanýnda Çalýþanlar Derneði (CIF Turkey)

Strazburg Cad. 24/2 Sýhhiye

C.I.F.Page 6 W o r l d N e w s
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Early bird registration 390 € (from 1st of September, 2012 till

30th November, 2012)

Regular registration 430 € (from 1st of December, 2012 till

31th March, 2013)

bird registration 450 € (after 31th March, 2013)

Day Ticket for participants is 40 Euro. This price includes coffee

breaks, lunch and attendance to lectures and workshops.

If you would like to come to conference venue before June

3rd,2013 or prefer to stay after June 8th, 2013, you will be asked

to pay 54 euros/day in a double room or 79 euros/day in a single

room. Participants asking for single room will be requested to

pay 25 Euro extra per day.

After receiving your preliminary registration we will send you

the detailed payment information. Please contact us if you get

no e-mails within 15 days of your preliminary registration.

Please remit the relevant amount in Euro to this account:

ACCOUNT NAME: Sosyal Hizmet Alaninda Calisanlar Dernegi

ACCOUNT NUMBER: 4222 0537 371

IBAN: TR36 0006 4000 0024 2220 5373 71

OTHER INFORMATION: Name and country of participant

Please, note that all bank charges will be

for your account, i.e. free of charge for

CIF Turkey. CIF Turkey will not be

responsible for the payment of any

bank costs associated with bank

transfers of conference fees and/or

post tour fees.

Refunding Policy: 100 percent will be

refunded due to severe illness, death in

family or visa problems. Otherwise, 75

percent will be refunded. No refunds after

May 1st, 2013.

For details, refer to www.conference.cifturkey.org!!!

The 30th CIF International Conference will comprise an

interesting scientific programme with valuable keynote

speakers, workshops and paper presentations! Let us go

Late

BANK NAME

PAYMENT

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

AND ADDRESS: Turkiye Is Bankasi A.ª. 4222

Necatibey Ankara-Turkey

deeper into the theme “Encounters in a Global World: Threats

and opportunities for social workers and human service

professionals” with your contributions!

Alongside theoretical issues, agency visits will allow getting an

insight into practical social work in Turkey.

As conference organization

committee, we are eager to

organise a great social

p r o g r a m m e b o t h f o r

attendees and accompanying

people!

Important to mention, CIF Turkey is

more than excited to have the great

opportunity of celebrating its 20th

anniversary all together during the

conference!

Stay tuned to our website for updates

about the programme!

www.conference.cifturkey.org

CIF Turkey is organizing 4 post-conference

tours (detailed information on conference

webpage/post tours section) starting on June 8th to:

Pamukkale & Ephesus,

Konya & Antalya,

Cappadocia,

POST-CONFERENCE TOURS

Ýstanbul

Details about these tours can be found at www.conference.

cifturkey.org



language skills a major

obstacle (7 responses),

followed by financial

constraints and issues

related to employers.

In order to overcome

obstacles and as the primary

reason for participation in a programme, respondents

mentioned professional in-service training (16

responses), followed by curiosity and new contacts. CIF

programmes feature staying in families,

thus we asked if people were ready to

accommodate foreign colleagues, and

four respondents were prepared to do

so immediately with nine respondents

requiring more information. The more

popular destinations among

respondents were: Finland, Norway,

Sweden, Holland, Denmark, England,

Italy, Malta and Iceland. Respondents

requested the board of CIF Estonia to

arrange hosting programmes in smaller

towns as well, disseminate more

information and success stories.

The questionnaire also sought information with

regard to further professional training in general.

Respondents wanted to have information about various

opportunities, an opportunity to do their practical job

placements with universities, they wanted to hear

about experiences of participants in CIF programmes,

training courses in psychology, and participation in

international projects. The questionnaire enabled us to

list favourite further training experiences and responses

covered debt counselling, training courses in the Family

Law Act of Estonia, support person activities, and case

management.

In conclusion some advice for those still hesitant:

language skills can be improved through practice,

including, e.g. through hosting a programme participant

in your home. Secondly, countries lying closer by are

less expensive to travel to, and some (Norway, Sweden,

Austria, Finland) do not charge participation fees.

Thirdly, your employers are interested in your improved

qualifications, so tell them about opportunities with CIF,

and perhaps they can fund your ferry ticket to Helsinki

or a flight to Rome, let alone considering the trip as part

of work rather than you having to do it during your

annual holiday. I believe that Estonia needn't avert her

eyes in the world and you can be Estonian

ambassadors!

Formal education acquired within the adult education

system is unavoidable as a base level, although

insufficient to keep one 'on the level.´ One needs to

constantly learn to keep one's job or to pursue a career.

In-service training is a response to this need as it also is

an opportunity to prevent burning out, satisfy curiosity,

look at oneself and one's country from a different

perspective. We celebrated the International Social

Work Day on 20 March with a festive meeting, and

practitioners who participated in it received a

questionnaire, which sought feedback on how well

people know this form of self-

improvement and how accessible it is

for them. We (CIF Estonia), now ten

years old, mediate programmes from all

over the world. Further information on

our programmes can be found at:

www.cifestonia.ee. The first Estonian

practitioners of social work started

participating in programmes in 1992

and today we have about 50 persons

who have taken part. CIF Estonia, a

member of CIF International, has also

arranged programmes for foreign

visitors interested in Estonian social

work, for example in May 2012 we hosted colleagues

from Sweden and Turkey.

One should always be aware of the current situation

while preparing activities, and those 21 social workers

(including child protection workers and probation

officers) and 16 care workers who completed our

questionnaire helped us gain a deeper insight.

Language skills are an inevitable condition in

programme participation and since a majority of care

workers saw this as an impediment, the following

conclusions are based on responses gathered from

social workers.

Only two respondents had taken part in a CIF

programme and everybody showed willingness to

participate in programmes in the future. Indeed, ten

respondents were fairly certain of doing so. A source of

uncertainty might be the availability of information

since eight respondents claimed not to have ever heard

of CIF programmes, while the remainder complained

about a lack of information. Eight respondents

mentioned that an important source of information is

their colleagues, five referred to the Estonian

professional journal ´Sotsiaaltöö´, and one person

mentioned the above website. Social workers

(presumably with higher education) also find their poor

Estonia
By Valter Parve,
M.S.W. social work management curricula lecturer of Pärnu College of Tartu University, Estonia

(participant in programmes CIF Sweden 2000, CIF Austria 2006, CIF Australia 2009).

...your employers are

interested in your improved

qualifications, so tell them

about opportunities with CIF,

and perhaps they can fund

your ferry ticket to Helsinki

or a flight to Rome, let alone

considering the trip as part

of work rather than you

having to do it during your

annual holiday.

«

»
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In the beginning of June 2012 a study visit to Athens,

Greece was organised by the European University's

Social Work club in association with CIF (Council of

International Fellowship) Hellas and Cyprus. All the

participants were members of the European

University's Social Work programme with the majority

being graduates, followed by a small number of

undergraduates of different semesters. The main goal

of the trip was to observe, by first hand, the structure,

the programs and the reality of social welfare in the

capital of Greece.

· The Juvenile Delinquents' Counselors Agency of

Athens

· The Centre for Alzheimer patients “Karellio Protypo”

· A Special Vocational Training Center for people with

intellectual disabilities “ESTIA”

· The Association of Friends of Children with Cancer

“ELPIDA”

· A Social Hostel for Homeless People in Athens run by

the Red Cross

· A Centre for the Rehabilitation of children with

multiple disabilities in Voula, Athens

· An NGO that develops Human and Social Capital

against Social Exclusion “KLIMAKA”

· The National Centre for Social Solidarity “EKKA,” and

· The Hellenic Association of Social Workers “SKLE.”

In addition, participants were given this great

opportunity to meet fellow social workers and

experience the everyday struggle of the Greek social

welfare system to overcome

the obstacles presented by the

global economic crisis. An

experience that must not be

ignored by future social

workers since, unfortunately, it

is a glimpse of upcoming events

in the social welfare system of

our home country.

The whole experience, to

quote some of the participants'

thoughts and feelings when

asked to comment on the trip,

was described as follows:

· “A very interesting and

constructive experience, I am

glad I was there” Despina

· “Very educational” Christina

· “A trip that provided us with

knowledge and gave us the

opportunity to experience first-

hand issues we had read about

The organisations visited were:

Cyprus
By Yiannos Kyriakides,

Social Work Student EUC

Edited by Eleni Athanasiou,

Social Work Lecturer EUCand discussed in various

classes. I will remember it

forever!” Andria

· “A trip full of experiences…that was worth it!

Meeting new people and encountering various

situations. A destination that provided us with lovely

memories of moments we spent together and a

treasure of knowledge from the services we visited.

Overall, a well-structured trip that other students would

benefit from if it were to be repeated” Maria H

· “A trip with many “social” destinations, units,

services, etc. An opportunity not only to learn but also

to observe by first-hand the reality of the social

problems surrounding us and put theory to practice”

Martha

· “An unforgettable experience” Maria Ch

· “An experience of great importance that offered us

the opportunity to be in contact with social workers in

Greece and get a glimpse of how they work, think, and

how the system operates. We encountered new

situations that formed a treasurable experience that, in

the depth of time, will be proved invaluable”

Avgoustinos

· “Situations that proved to us that we live in

ignorance” Chrysanthos

In conclusion, all participants cannot neglect to

express great appreciation to Mrs. Katerina Psarouli, CIF

Hellas, Dr. Maria Christopoulou, CIF Cyprus, and our

lecturer in charge of the Social Work Club at EUC, Eleni

Athanasiou, for making this educational trip possible.

Study Participants Observe

Everyday Struggle in Greece

Study Participants Observe

Everyday Struggle in Greece

C.I.F. W o r l d N e w s Page 9



CIF Hellas continuing the experience of organizing

Study Visits for Social Work Students , in collaboration

with CIF Cyprus and the School of Social Sciences and

Sciences of Behavior of the European University of

Cyprus designed and implemented a Study Visit in

Athens, from 07-11 June 2012.

The chosen cooperating agencies were:

*

This program was aiming to be a learning experience for

all parties involved, i.e. students, professors, CIF members

and professional colleagues at the agencies.

Professor Petros Stathopoulos and Lecturer Eleni

Athanasiou accompanied 18 third and fourth year social

work students.

Field visits were enriched with lectures on the Hellenic

Welfare System in order to provide students with a

comprehensive understanding of current Greek social

work and social services. Representatives of the Hellenic

Association of Social Workers, Maria Zisi and George

Karuzos, also met and discussed with Cypriot social work

students

1. Juvenile Delinquents' Counselors Agency of Athens

2. Karellio Protypo Centre for Alzheimer Patients -

www.mkoapostoli.com

3. Association of Friends of Children with Cancer -

http://www.elpida.org/index_en.html

4. Social Hostel for Homelessness in Athens

www.redcross.gr

5. Centre for Rehabilitation of Children with multiple

Greece
From CIF Hellas:

Elisavet Bakagianni

and Lamprini-Ninetta Zoi

Students' Study Visit:

A Match with CIF Professional

Exchange Programs Tradition and Philosophy

disabilities in Voula Athens -

http://specialkids.gr/

6. ESTIA: Special Vocational Training Centre for people with

intellectual disabilities -

http://www.eseepa.gr/site/images/stories/english.pdf

7. The National Centre for Social Solidarity -

http://www.ekka.org.gr/EKKA!show.action?lang=en

8. KLIMAKA NGO for homelessness www.klimaka.org.gr

Although some students commented that their free time

was limited, they managed to include sightseeing - the

Acropolis and the new Museum - and to enjoy Athens by

night as well.

According to the results of the student's evaluation the

Study Visit was very satisfying, however they proposed

either less visits in such short time or more days, assuring

enough free time.

From the part of CIF Hellas, it was noticed the added

value of this opportunity was to meet with colleagues and

to get to know better current social welfare services.

CIF Hellas appreciated a lot the collaboration of CIF

Cyprus which took the initiative this time. CIF Hellas hopes

and believes that it will be able to organize Students' Study

Visits in the future.

See CIF WN August 2008: Study Visit of Students from

Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences, Case Western

Reserve University

*

ince the day I came back from Israel, I have

been thinking what to write about the program.

I don't think it is interesting to you to read about

every single institution we visited and the nice

places we saw. To me, what is important, is to

tell you what I personally experienced and what I

took with me.

I left home to learn about social work practice in Israel

and came back with a luggage full of (my own and other

people's) emotions, contradictory perceptions of realty

and a formative life experience. I heard so many different

stories, observed and met so many different people, made

friends and left a part of my heart in Israel and Jerusalem

in particular but not only in Israel, in Palestine too.

At this point, I have to admit I am still wondering a bit,

what the purpose of the Israeli program next to visiting

Thoughts and Feelings

About the CIF Exchange Program in Israel

«All journeys have secret destinations of which the traveller is unaware»

lots of social work

institutions is really intended

to be. A first look at the

program left me with a sense

of intended influence because

nearly all non-social work

related visits and events on

the program were either

linked to the Holocaust or military fights with neighbours.

Luckily and this is the point which made the program

change and even more worthwhile for me we had the

opportunity to be introduced to Palestinian people, live

with them and visit institutions and places in the West

Bank. Without this, the program itself would have been

too one-sided.

Of course I understand that it is important for visitors to

(Martin Buber)

Israel

By Myriam Antinori

CIF Austria
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«

»

Staying with host

families and talking to

them about their lives,

experiences and views is

what made this journey

the most rewarding.

They shared so much not

only their houses and

food, but their lives.

This is my first report of contact persons since the

transition of responsibility in June 2012. Many thanks to

Leo Heikkilä for his long time efforts in maintaining and

facilitating contact persons on behalf of CIF International.

In just a very short time I can already see that this is not

an easy task.

Contact Person Survey

Highlights from the responses:

Madagascar:

Morocco:

An introductory letter and survey was sent to all contact

persons of record via email or postal service.Of the 21

contact persons of record, five responses were received as

of 15 August 2012. This represents a response rate of 24%.

Luxembourg: Anne Botzem, a former participant of the

CIF Italia PEP agreed to become the CP at the request of

Mimmo Merola. While no activity has been reported, she

hopes to attend a future conference and build a national

branch in the future. Contact information confirmed.

Contact information confirmed. Mr.

Theodoric Rajaonary has been identified as the contact

person since 1995. He was a participant of the CIF France

PEP in 1999. CP reports that there is enthusiasm for over 25

people to participate in PEPs, although has identified the

need for financial support as a major obstacle. CP also

needs financial support to facilitate a national meeting. CP

would like to attend the CIF Conference in Ankara 2013

with support grant.

Confirmed contact information, updated e-mail

address and added mobile and home telephone numbers.

The sole activity reported was a proposal to host the CIF

EC/BD meeting 2012. A list of 20 former CIF/CIPUSA

participants from 1987-2008 was also submitted. Question:

CIF INTERNATIONAL CONTACT PERSONS REPORT
By Michael Cronin,CIF Executive Committee,

Branch Development

The materials received identifies themselves as a CIF

National Branch, and Mr. Abdel-Aziz El Boudiri as CP.

New contact person since February 2012, Ms.

Maria Jose Sanchez. Contact information confirmed. List of

47 participants of CIF PEPs from 2005-2012 was submitted.

CP had

met with CIF Japan member for discussion of social work

profession in both countries. Former CP hosted by CIF

Aoteroa-NZ during a visit in 2011.

Held event in March 2012 in

Madrid. CP has arranged for CIF PEP information be

distributed to all registered by the National College of

Social Work. Four candidates from Spain participated in CIF

PEPs in 2012 (Scotland, Finland, Norway & France). Other

candidates applied for programs in Argentina, India, Italy

and New Zealand.

· the self-imposed Spanish deadline

for candidates (31st October) which was set to make it

possible for the CP to process and interview all potential

candidates for CIF PEPs. CP will explore modifications of

this for future.

It is hoped that a national branch

and work team will be organized in 2013.

Current CP, Mathew Kuo reported no activity,

although confirmed contact information and responded to

survey request immediately. Contact information was

confirmed with the addition of a mobile number and

deletion of home telephone number. At the same time a

former participant of CIF Sweden, Ms.Elizabeth Hsu

Spain:

· Contact with CIF branches, CPs and members:

· Promotion of CIF PEPs:

Difficulty regarding

Branch development:

Taiwan:

·

grasp the history of Israel and the Jewish people. But,

when arranging a social work exchange program, why not

give an introduction to national social work and social

welfare in the state you are going to visit?

And, what about cultural events or visits?

Regrettably those were missing.

The range of institutions we were

introduced to was huge and it gives a

really interesting overview of what the

national social landscape looks like (29

programs in 19 days!). From feminist

social work to child protection and work

with elderly up to social work with

disabled people, with soldiers, drug

addicts and refugees etc. But,

unfortunately, we did not have any

proper field experience (e.g. job

shadowing or practice with local social

workers). Our agency visits did not last longer than a few

short hours, which in the long run made things very

exhaustive and repetitive, and it was difficult to see

beneath the surface or fully understand. Of course

agencies make intakes, but how? What do they ask for?

What methods do they use, etc.?

Staying with host families and talking to them about

their lives, experiences and views is what made this

journey the most rewarding. They shared so much not

only their houses and food, but their lives. In these places

and with these people I learnt most. Each single person

has her or his own story to tell. They are

special narratives as this land is a special

place, and they resemble each other on

both sides of the line. They are stories

about grief and sorrow, about fear and

pain, about injustices, displacement and

loss. But, also stories about normal daily

life, about love and happiness, joy and

fun, hopes, dreams and home.

During my stay the narratives of both

sides disturbed me, made me angry and

sad: you cannot fight injustice by another

injustice. But even though or maybe

especially because I am critical and

emotional about a few issues, this CIF

program was one of my best experiences in my life. I am

fascinated and grateful. “All journeys have secret

destinations of which the traveler is unaware.”

I went to learn about social work and learnt about

people and politics. What seemed to be something

different actually is the same, as people and politics are

the basis of our profession: human beings, social justice

and human rights.



CIF Sweden 2012 had participants from seven countries:

Taiwan, Spain, Costa Rica, Estonia, Australia, Russia, and India.

The entire program was planned with a lot of thought and

with a purpose. The first weekend of the program was about

getting to know all the participants. After being in contact

with each other on Facebook for about a month it was now

time to meet everybody in real life.

All of us were put up in a beautiful hostel in a suburb of

Stockholm, which was like a castle from a fairy tale.

Everybody enjoyed the unexpected snowfall in the weekend

that added to the charm of the beautiful locale. One of us

had never seen a snowfall so for her it was an exotic

experience. Each participant made a presentation about their

country and the work they did before the President of CIF-

Sweden and other CIF members. It was a time of getting to

know about seven cultures, forming friendships and bonds

for a life time.

After the first weekend we were all shifted to host families.

This was a brilliant idea to allow all the participants get to

experience the culture of Sweden. Living with the host family

meant to see closely the life style and family values of people

in Sweden. All of us were welcomed by our respective

families graciously. The display of warmth and hospitality by

each host family touched the heart of each one of us.

We were oriented to Swedish education system, political

system, social work system, etc. CIF members volunteered to

take us around on daily tours to different places of

importance. This was a great exercise to acclimatize the

participants to an overall understanding of the functioning of

the country. Many presentations, seminars, and discussions

formed the part of this orientation program. Best utilization

of taxpayers' money was seen through most presentations by

government officials. It was an enriching experience to see

the provisions made by the Swedish government and the

local authorities. All of us discussed and compared the

services available in Sweden with our respective countries.

Everybody agreed that it was highly commendable that the

priority of the local authorities in Sweden is to provide a life

of dignity to all its citizens.

The highlight of the first two weeks in Stockholm was the

cultural party organized by CIF members one evening. It was

one amazing night with a gathering of more than hundred

people. Participants were dressed in their traditional attire.

Food flowed from across seven countries as all of us were

asked to prepare a traditional dish from our homeland. CIF

members from Sweden were not left behind. The great baked

salmon fish, baked vegetables and desserts prepared by them

were lip smacking. Everybody introduced themselves and

their dish and the evening

rolled into a great cultural fiesta.

At the end of two weeks there

was an evaluation conducted of

the orientation program.

Everybody gave an honest

feedback of the program

attended so far. It was agreed

unanimously that CIF-Sweden

members had taken utmost care to give a good scope of

acquainting the participants to various departments of the

country in a limited span of time.

The third week was the time of field placement. Each one of

us moved to a different city, which was best suited to our

interest of work. It was also the time to shift to a new host

family. Though everybody was sad about not going to be able

to meet each other, we were also excited to learn more in

detail about the practices followed in our area of work.

Through observation and indirect participation each one of us

had a fulfilling experience. Swedes were willing to share their

knowledge and experience in respective areas with all of us

thus making it a time of significant learning for each one of us.

I went to Norrköping for my field placement where I was

exposed to different settings for rehabilitation of people with

disabilities. Right from early education to vocational

rehabilitation was planned in a manner most conducive for

the child. Barrier free environment and positive attitude of

people towards the differently abled facilitated their inclusion

in mainstream society. The quality of group homes for the

young adults with multiple disabilities left a deep impression

on my mind. Most important thing I learnt was that every

individual with disability is respected as an individual and is

given the freedom to live life as independently as possible.

India

By Sujata Bhan Ph.D,

Assoc. Prof. SNDT Women's University,

Mumbai-400049, India

Memories Etched in Our Minds

for All the Times to Come…

contacted CIF International President and Jane Ollendorff.

Ms Hsu communicated enthusiasm for recruiting

participants in Taiwan for CIF PEP programs and hopes for

forming a branch in the future. As a result, she was asked to

coordinate efforts with Mathew Kuo.

Maintain regular contact with current CPs to work toward

developing a national branch. Provide on-going support

Plan for future

and information about CIF, PEPs, meetings and

conferences.There is a need to “clean up” the list of CPs. A

plan will be developed and implemented in 2013 to verify

commitment of existing CPs that have not responded to

recent and previous communications. Previous report

indicates the need to identify new CPs in China and

Thailand.
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CIF Switzerland has continuously sent participants into

CIPUSA and CIF programs since the very beginning of the

program. Some of these participants are still involved in CIF

Switzerland. So we are happy to invite CIF International to

hold its 2014 meetings of the Board of Directors (BD) and the

Executive Committee (EC) in Zurich, Switzerland.

To be chosen by CIF International.

The meetings will be held in a community center, about 20

minutes by tramway from Zurich main train station.

CIF Switzerland offers a stay with host families for six to eight

members of the EC and/or persons for which CIF

International would have to pay for the hotel costs.

For BD delegates, CIF Switzerland will choose a ***hotel with

double rooms. Costs per room/night (2012) CHF 150.00, e.g.

per person in a double room CHF 75.00. At the current rate

this amounts to 60.00 EUR per night per person in a double

room. Any other hotel or youth hostel can be booked through

Internet by the delegates themselves.

During the : Host

families might take care of the members of the EC during

their spare time. One evening EC-members are invited to the

CIF Switzerland president's home for dinner.

During the this is different:

Day 1, arrival: no provisions for the evening

Day 2, first meeting day: in the evening city tour in small

groups, dinner at delegates' expenses

Day 3, second meeting day: delegates are invited for dinner at

a place of social interest

Day 4: departure: no provisions for the evening.

There are no after-meeting-tours planned. Tours can be

booked with tourist agencies.

Date

Place

Accommodation

Leisure time

meeting of the Executive Committee

Board of Directors meeting

Expenses and fees:

After two weeks of separation the group met again. It was a

time of reunion and of sharing of individual experiences with

the group members. There was an evaluation of the field

placement. We felt that we were going back to our countries

with so much information to share with our colleagues back

home. Brains were charged with ideas of so many practices

that could be replicated in our home countries.

Finally came the time of bidding farewell. A lovely farewell

was organized in a summerhouse by a senior CIF member. CIF

President gave away certificates and CIF T-shirts to all of us.

All the group members had a heavy heart as the time had

come to say good byes and leave this beautiful country with

even more beautiful people.

All parted with a great sense of gratitude to CIF Sweden for

making this a lifetime experience with memories that would

be etched in each participant's mind for all the times to come.

A video was made where we all give our opinion check it

out at CIF-Sweden Facebook page

(http://www.facebook.com/pages/CIF-

Sweden/217269491618086) where you also can find more

photos from our program.

Flight and hotel costs

Transportation

meeting places

for coffee, tea, water and a small lunch

dinner on day three

Grants

Visa protocols

Contact Information

Elisabeth Fischbacher Schrobiltgen

are to be paid directly by delegates.

Host families in and around Zurich are responsible for

accommodation/breakfast for six-eight delegates.

in Zurich is paid for by delegates individually.

Costs of a 72 hours transport card in Zurich are CHF 40.00;

transportation from Zurich Airport to Zurich city by public

transportation amounts to CHF 6.40 (2012). CIF

International_BD_2014

Expenses for , including technical equipment

(beamer, flip chart), during the meetings of the Executive

Committee and the Board of Directors are paid by CIF

Switzerland. The meeting place does not have any Internet

connection now and most likely will not have in 2014.

Expenses on meeting

days two and three and the dinner on day three are paid by

CIF Switzerland. Accompanying persons pay a fee of CHF

60.00 for .

CIF Switzerland cannot pay grants for participants from any

country.

Participants are responsible for their visa to

Switzerland/Schengen. The president of CIF Switzerland will

issue an invitation letter on behalf of the Swiss embassy, if

required by visa protocols.

CIF Switzerland

, President

Kronengasse 11, CH-5400 Baden

++41 56 210 30 35

e.fischbacher@gmx.ch; Skype: elisabeth_fischbacher

www.cif-switzerland.ch

CIF Switzerland Offers to Host the BD Meeting 2014

Switzerland

Place: province of Utrecht, the Netherlands.

Arrangement

CIF Board meeting

CIF Netherlands can offer a three day meeting

arrangement including two nights at a *** Conference

Centre based in the middle of a beautiful forest and close

to a lovely village. Included is two times breakfast, two

Proposal CIF Netherlands to host the Board Meeting

of CIF in August 2014
Netherlands

dinners and three lunches.

Coffee/thee during breaks is also provided.

Meeting rooms and facilities like wireless internet,

beamer and flip overs etc. are included as well.

Hotel and meetings are in the same venue, located in

Driebergen. There is a direct train connection from

Schiphol International Airport to Driebergen, this takes

C.I.F. W o r l d N e w s Page 13
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From the very start of the Peace Project in 2011 and

the outcome of the experience lived in Cyprus, we are

even more aware that the sort of internal conflict and

the strong feelings we are dealing with are very

delicate and sensitive; not everyone is at the same

stage of processing those feelings and our CIF Exchange

Programs may not be totally prepared to manage

effectively the situations that could arise. In

our CIF Italia 2012 program we had two

wonderful people, Ofra from Israel and

Mohammed from the Palestinian Territories,

who have already gone through different

processes, allowing them to discover each

other more fully as people. We feel that our

Exchange Program has merely but

significantly strengthened their relationship,

and this is what we feel they have take back home.

Consequently, we believe that CIF cannot carry on

successfully by itself a truly effective Peace Project

Program, but needs to connect with someone who is

working in managing the internal/psychological conflict

of Israeli and Palestinian individuals.

This is where Ofra indicated the way: she belongs to a

forum of Israeli and Palestinian families who are doing

just that; she herself is a member and has personally

lived the experience that has brought her to where she

is now. More than any words we could use to explain…

please click on this site to understand better what we

are actually talking about: ( The Parents Circle Families

Forum; Two Sided Story):

We have then formally proposed that CIF endorse

the idea of inviting two leaders from the above Forum,

possibly the ones who started it, and present in Turkey

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RzJkBxQC4Tg&feat

ure=g

C.I.F. ITALIA

Proposal for the enhancement of the CIF Peace Project

“It Won't Stop Until We Talk”!

Considerations on the 2011/2012 experience

and future development in 2013…

Italy
their admirable project to the general group with a

possible workshop to follow as well. What could be

more in line with the theme of the Conference:

ENCOUNTERS!

This, in our opinion, could be the connection/link

mentioned before that could help CIF to have a partner

and continue in a more realistic and functional way the

Peace Project initiated and, who knows, maybe

generate even more ideas and encourage other CIF

Branches with an Exchange Program to benefit from

this opportunity. Let alone the chance to

allow all CIF conference attendees to know

more about what is going in this region, an

insight to everyone, especially those who

may have to deal with similar conflicts.

Well, among other areas, this is where

Mohammed has offered his extensive

expertise: he will try, once we have the final

OK from CIF Turkey and CIF International, to present

this Conference Project to various Organizations and

see if we can obtain at least a partial fund; CIF

Branches could also be asked, as we did for the Cyprus

Conference; the potential guest speakers themselves

might be asked if they are willing to contribute with

whatever possible; and of course other sources could

be explored…any other ideas?!

On behalf of the Peace Project Team 2012/13, then,

as Ofra and Mohammed would say (but maybe this is

true in the daily life of each one of us):

“It Won't Stop Until We Talk”!

Financing

about 45 minutes. Delegates will be met at the station

and brought to the venue.

Prices are based on arrival on a Friday morning and

departure Sunday before dinner

The quote is based on an estimation that 35 persons will

attend. As soon we know the exact dates and number of

attendants, this might change a little.

Price for this complete package is per person. (app

€ 95 per day) to be paid by delegates.

Train ticket Schiphol-Driebergen costs about 10 euro's

for a single ticket, to be paid by delegates themselves.

Accompanying persons will pay €95 based on a double

room, including breakfast, lunch and dinner. (if they wish)

Prices

€ 279

Amsterdam, Utrecht, Rotterdam and also musea and

national parks are easily accessible by public transport.

Additional nights including breakfast is € 60 per person

Meetings can be held at a private home of a CIF member

in Utrecht.

CIF Netherlands will provide room and board at host

families and will take care of the lunches during meetings.

We also will host one evening with all CIF Members,

host families and other interested people.

Executive committee meeting

Warm regards, on behalf of the Board CIF-Netherlands,

Mieke Weeda

David Scheele

Ofra Leichtentritt ( Israel)

Mohammed Alami (Palestinian Territories)

Domenico Antonio Merola (Mimmo) ( For CIF Italia)

Azize Atli Özbaº (Turkey)



For the first time, CIF and CIPUSA organized a booth in the

exhibition hall at the 2012 Joint World Conference Social

Work & Social Development: Action & Impact, held in

Stockholm, Sweden during 8-12 July. This international

conference was hosted by three sister organizations, the

International Association of Schools of Social Work (IASSW),

the International Council on Social Welfare (ICSW), and the

International

Federation of

Social Workers

(IFSW). Over 2,500

social work

practitioners,

educators and

students were in

attendance.

It was decided at

the 2011 Board of

Directors (BD)

meeting in Cyprus

that the Public Relations (PR) Committee would organize this

event to promote the Professional Exchange Programs

offered by CIF and CIPUSA.

You may view an eight-minute video clip of all that the

conference had to offerat:

http://swsd2012.creo.tv/interviews/conference_film.

CIF and CIPUSA Promoted

at Stockholm Conference

T h e P u b l i c R e l a t i o n s

Committee was appointed at the

2010 BD in Hamburg under the

leadership of Gabi Kronberger.

Now since Cyprus BD the

committee members are: Anne

Robertson (Chair), Mireille

Boucher, Lisa Purdy, and Michael

Cronin (EC Liaison). Some

activities stemming from the PR

action plan have been: the

development of PEP flyers,

creating and linking websites,

promoting CIF and CIPUSA at

social work conferences, and

sharing of “best” practices.

From our experience in Stockholm we learned that our

Professional Exchange Programs are the cornerstone of CIF. We

learned that we do not need to be experts in marketing or public

relations. By simply telling our stories we found this to be the

most effective marketing tool.

By Michael Cronin

CIF International Executive Committee,

Member at Large:

Branch Development

and Public Relations Liaison

Exhibit at Conference

Left to right: Gabi

Kronberger (EC),

FabioCapello (CIF Italia),

Brigitte Holm (CIF Sweden),

Anne Robertson (CIF

Scotland), Paula Kaaremo

(CIF Sweden), and Michael

Cronin (EC).

I
I met Dr. Tom Hatcher in January 1979.We would become

close friends and share our joys, sorrows and hopes for the next

33 years.Tom retired as the Secretary General of the Council of

International Programs (CIP) in 1997.Tom was a member of the

International Board of Trustees, and the acting director of the

West Virginia CIP affiliate in Morgantown, when we first met in

1979.It was during this January meeting of the CIP affiliate

directors, the CIP staff and the International Board of Directors

of the CIP, that Dr. Hatcher was invited to become the Secretary

General. Henry Ollendorff was very ill with cancer and had

retired as the founder and Secretary General the previous year.

For the next 18 years Dr. Hatcher led the CIP and became

known by CIF members, leaders of international Fulbright

Fellowship offices and the United States Information Agencies

all over the world. Tom had been taught by Henry Ollendorff. He

was committed to the cross-cultural vision and person-to-

person relationships that made the CIP a unique international

organization. He had experienced firsthand the challenges of

coordinating the CIP experience; recruiting and matching

participants with host families as well as fostering creative

opportunities for inter-culture interdependence among

participants and the goals which brought them to the CIP. Tom

was fond of saying, “Only few persons ever get to have the CIP

experience and you who do (or did), will never be the same

again.”All of us still recall the truth of those words.

Dr. Thomas Hatcher
We miss a colleague and friend…
By David Metzger, Professor Emeritus of the Indiana University School of Social Work

and Director of the IUCIP in Indianapolis, Indiana

After retiring, Dr. Hatcher

returned to the community

in Southern West Virginia

where he grew up. He

taught school for a couple of

years and then ran for

election to the office of

Mayor. He was serving his

third four-year term as

Mayor when he died. Tom

was known by everyone in his community. He listened to their

stories of despair and of joy daily. We have little information

regarding Tom's death, other than he was found in his home by

an employee of the Mayor's office, after Tom had not came to his

office for two days. Authorities believe that he was strangled by

his daughter-in-law who was living in his house and demanding

money to support her drug addiction.

To those of us who knew Tom as friend and colleague we

mourn his death. At the same time we cherish the memories of

his wide smile and commitment to person-to-person

interactions across cultures and nations, as a recipe for

understanding and peace. He would want each of us to take a

moment and remember the stories that help us recount the

vision of the CIP experience. Shalom…
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By David Metzger, Professor Emeritus and Director

of the IUCIP in Indianapolis, Indiana
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ave you thought of trying this…? These six

words, for me, define the caring and humble

teacher that Sheldon portrayed.He listened, he

responded, and often he asked, have you

thought of trying this? That's what made

Sheldon Siegel a teacher, leader, confidant and friend.

I first met Sheldon when he became a

candidate for Dean of the Indiana University

School of Social Work (IUSSW) in 1984.He

became dean of IUSSW in 1985 and served

until retiring in 1996.Dr. Siegel quickly

became a supporter and participant in the

Council of International Programs (CIP) and

the Fulbright Cultural Exchange affiliates

across the world.His support and

commitment to this person-to-person,

cross-cultural exchange for social workers

and human service professionals around the

world set him apart from the ordinary.He

served on the CIP Board of Trustees and was

President of the Board from 1991-1995.

Those of you who knew Sheldon and his

wife during your tenure as a CIP participant

in Indianapolis remember his always present smile and his

words of encouragement.You too recall his personal

interest in your goals during your placement and his

commitment to the role of the CIP in world peace and

cross-cultural and national communication. Nor will you

forget the special parties he and Natalie had for us at their

home during your stay in Indianapolis. Sheldon loved

talking about and promoting the CIP throughout the

Social Work community of the United States. He always

asked for names and addresses of CIP participant alumni

before he traveled abroad. For several years

he and Natalie attended the international

CIF gatherings in Europe and India.At his

celebration and memorial gathering, letters

from two CIP alumni, received a few days

before his death were read, telling of his

kindness and influence in their lives today.

As the director of the Indiana CIP for

twenty years, I shall fondly remember his

great support and encouragement during

what could occasionally be trying and

difficult moments. His leadership was

exemplary to all who knew him. While he

had not met Henry Ollendorff, he was an

example of Henry's courage and venture

into peace-making and international

interdependence across nations and

cultures.He will be sadly missed by all. Shalom…

Sheldon Siegel was 83 years old - born in Detroit, MI on Sept

22, 1928. He died on August the 26th, 2012. He is survived by his

wife Natalie. Friends may leave a message of condolence for

the family by visiting http://www.arnmortuary.com

The Best Things in Life Aren't Things…Thomas

Merton

We, the members of CIF Hellas feel obliged to write a few words of love and honor for Anastassia Christakis, who passed

away in Kalamata, Greece on Monday October 1, 2012. Some of us were present at her funeral on Wednesday October 3,

2012.

Anastassia was the first one, from our country, to participate in CIP/USA in 1958.After the Program she stayed and studied

in the States for two more years. Coming back to Greece, she worked along with Henry Ollendorff to recruit new participants.

She was a pioneer and founding member of CIF Hellas actually the first who forced all of us to establish our National Branch

in 1979, and she served CIF Hellas as president from 1979 1981. She never stopped caring about the Branch and was always

present in the meetings and activities of CIF Hellas, always interested to learn and share her thoughts about the future of CIF,

always willing to help and encourage.

Anastassia also traced out a very dynamic professional carrier in the field of Social Work. A

career full of achievements and positive experiences. She devoted her professional life working at

the Social Work Foundation and among her achievements she worked hard to establish

“HATZIPATERION” Foundation, a Rehabilitation Center for Spastic Children, where she remained

active until the end of her life.

We shall always remember her special talents, her professional education, her

conscientiousness, her heart's generosity. She always will be present in our minds and our hearts.

In Memoriam Anastassia Boura ChristakisIn Memoriam Anastassia Boura Christakis
By Catherine Psarouli

President of CIF Hellas

For additional information about Thomas Hatcher's sad and

unfortunate death logon to the following links:

http://bdtonline.com/obituaries/x1841406272/Dr-Thomas-

Clark-Hatcher-Tom

http://dailymail.com/News/statenews/201207230167

If you would like to be in touch with Tom's daughter, Mary Kay

Jones she can be reached at joneskjmk@sbcglobal.net or else

you may send a card to her home address: Mary Kay Jones, 276

Haywood Rd., Greenwood, IN 46142
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Contact Persons for Countries

without a Branch Office
Algeria hocinelesouk@gmail.com

Barbados/West Indies:

phylan@hotmail.com

phylan_bb@yahoo.com

Brazil:

cfaurea@yahoo.com

China:

yelin59@hotmail.com

Costa Rica:

lisimval@yahoo.com

Ethiopia:

lcolove@ethionet.et

Ghana:

wofaoworae@hotmail.com

Iceland:

elisabk@hi.is

Luxemburg:

anne.botzem@ltc.lu

Madagascar:

theo.doric2525@yahoo.com

Morocco:

elboudiri@hotmail.com

Palestine:

mdalami@gmail.com

Peru:

Philippines:

visminda_rabara@yahoo.com

Romania:

klaraserbanoaica@yahoo.com

Serbia:

Singapore:

South Korea:

swmoon@pusan.ac.kr

Spain: mjtera@gmail.com

Taiwan:

matthew3077@yahoo.com.tw

Thailand:

lek_yannawa2484@yahoo.com

: Mr.Hocine Hamoudi , Algeria E-mail:

Ms. Anne Murrell, 57 Oxnards Heights, St. James

BB 23036, Barbados, West Indies Phone: +246-4244774 (home); +246-

4256950 (work); +246- 2404077 (mobile) E-mail:

for longer files:

Ms. Áurea C. Ferriera, RuaDionísio da Costa, 287 ap. 01, 04117-

110 Vila Mariana, São Paulo, BrazilPhone: Home: +55 11 36376378

Mobile: +55 11 71098467 E-mail:

Mr. Ye Lin, No 9 Lane 410 Hong Gu Road, Shanghai 200 335,

China Phone: +86-21-62422161, +86-13916356350

E-mail:

Mr. Lisímaco Valerio, Apdo. 177 - 3015, San Rafael - Heredia,

Costa Rica E-mail:

Ms. LemlemTekuye, P. O. Box 40646, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

E-mail:

Mr. Trinity Yevoo, P.O. Box 778, Akatsi Volta, Ghana

Fax: +233-966-22256,& Mr.Alexander Oworae, P.O.BOX 144, Ejisu-Ashanti,

Ghana E-mail: Alexander Oworae:

Ms. ElísabetKarlsdóttir, Hjaltabakki 10, 109 Reykjavik, Iceland

Phone: +354-6927782 E-mail:

Ms. Anne Botzem; 33, rue Jean Bertels; L-1230 Luxemburg

E-mail:

Mr. Theodoric Rajaonary, Block 15, porte 5, 67ha North

West, 101 Antananarivo, Madagascar Phone: +261- 20-22 28799 (office);

+261- 20-24 525 86 (home); +261-3311-246 27 (mobile)

E-mail:

Mr. Abdel-Aziz El Boudiri, 390 Hay Kawtar, Route Taza, Oujda

60040, Morocco Email:

Dr. Mohammed Alami, P.O. Box 19762, East Jerusalem, Israel

Mobile: +972 52 72 555 20 Email: Skype:

mdalami

- Ms. Nelly Galliani Chiok, Avda. Del Ejército 1774, San Isidro, Lima

27, Peru

Ms. Visminda E.Rabara, West City Central School, Carmen

Cagayan de Oro City, Philippines E-mail:

Ms. Klara Serbanoaica, Str. Victoriel, Bl:37, Scara:1, ap:5, Tg-

Jiu, Cod: 1400, Romania

E-mail:

Ms. Olivera M. Cirkovic, Vojvode Stepe 25, 11 000 Belgrade,

Serbia

Mr. Tan Pong Meng, Family Welfare Services, Ministry of

Community Development, 512 Thomson Road, Singapore 1129, Singapore.

Mr. Sunwha Moon, Social Welfare Dept, Puson National

University, Pusan 609-735, South Korea E-mail:

Ms. Maria José Sánchez Tera, Spain E-mail:

Mr. Matthew Kuo, 5, Lane 17, Pai-Jen Street, HsinTien City, Taipei

Hsien, Taiwan Phone: +886-2-29118306 (work); +886 0953585882

(home); Fax: +886-2-29118306 E-mail:

Ms. Ajara Polparsi, 2246/2 SoiIam-anusorn, Chan Kao road,

Chongnonsri, Yannawa, Bangkok 10120, Thailand

Phone: +66-2285-4759 (home); +66-2678-2358 (home); +228-1806-9599

(mobile) E-mail:
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Tom Hatcher: Everyone's Friend
By Mimmo Merola, CIF Italy, August 2012

Tom, dear, dear Tom,

You always had dear thoughts for everyone,

People came first, top billing,

You recognized and shared true feelings.

When the time came you sacrificed your life,

A life that many will remember and treasure,

Thankful for having opened our hearts to you,

For having exchanged honest sentiments with you,

May your memory remind us…always!

Tom Hatcher was the

Secretary General of CIP in

the 80's and that's when I had

the pleasure of meeting him.

The best way to honor him

after his tragic death, I think, is

by sharing with all of you a poem he wrote after his visit to

my home in 1980. I remember Tom as a person of deep

feelings for people, expressed in a lot of his poetry. I consider

myself fortunate to have been included in his opuses, and

have been inspired as well with the few lines below that

have just poured out by simply thinking of the man Tom was.

So to those who met Tom and to those who have not, here is

an example of the spirit that I hope will always prevail in

CIF/CIPUSA:

A Poem for Mimmo and Tina

Words written by Thomas Hatcher in 1980 when he

visited Mimmo Merola and his wife, Tina, in Italy.

A Poem for Tom

Italy
By Mimmo Merola,

CIF Italia
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AOTEAROA/NEW ZEALAND

ARGENTINA

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRIA

CAMEROON

CYPRUS

CZECH REPUBLIC

ESTONIA

FINLAND

FRANCE

GERMANY

GREECE

INDIA

ISRAEL

ITALIA

JAMAICA

JAPAN

KENYA

KYRGYZ LAND

LATVIA

LITHUANIA

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

(President: Ms. Cindy Penny) 15 Fergusson

Avenue, Sandringham, Auckland 1025, New Zealand Phone: 0064-9-8467760

E-mail: Website:

(President: Ms. Silvia Nutter) Araoz 2091 5 A C.P.1425, Buenos

Aires, Argentina Phone: +54-11-49833 E-mail:

(President: Ms. Denise Grieshaber) PO Box 6305, Halifax Street SA

5000, Australia Phone: +61 8 8440 6774 (work) Fax: +61 8 8440 6840

E-mail: Website:

(President: Ms. Judith Lamatsch) Bennogasse 8/17, A-1080, Vienna,

Austria Phone: +43 1 408 39 98 E-mail:

Website:

(President: Mr. Kalle Albert Masango) P.O. Box 525, Kumba,

Cameroon Phone: +237-77-623217 E-mail:

(President: Dr. Maria Christopoulou) 14 MegalouAlexandrou street,

2121 Aglantzia, Nicosia, Cyprus Phone: 00 357 22879888 (home); 00 357

22029907 (work) 00357 99660809 (mobile); Fax: 00 357 22 871932

E-mail:

(President: Ms. Marketa Skalicka) Voskovcova 1130/34,

152 00 Praha 5, Czech Republic Phone: +420 603 354 796 (mobile)

E-mail: or

(President: Mr. Raul Kivi) Ilvese 34-4, 80037 Pärnu, Estonia

Mobile phone: +372 56 62 8865 E-Mail: or

Website:

(President: Mr. Leo Heikkilä) CIF Finland, PB 152, 00531 Helsinki,

Finland Phone (mobile): +358 50 5748351 E-mail: or

Website:

(President: Ms. Mireille Boucher) c/o Marie Thérèse Martin, CIF

France, 99, rue GermainBaujard, 18400 Saint Florentsur Cher, France

Phone/Fax: 00 33 248 55 66 45 E-mail: or

Website:

(President: Ms. Inge Bierbrauer) Sommerbergstrasse4A , 34123

Kassel, Germany Phone: 0049 561 525582 (home) E-mail:

or

Website:

(President: Ms. Catherine Psarouli) 5 Papazoli street, 11522 Athens,

Greece Phone: +30-210-6461665 E-mail:

Website:

(President: Ms. VeenaNandlalGoswami) 233/ 16, SatyaNiketan, Rafi

Ahmed Kidwai road, Wadala, Mumbai 400031, India

Phone: 00 91 22 24150614 (res.) and +91 982 0552271(mobile)

E-mail: and

Website:

(President: Dr. Edna Bar-on) 4 Achimeir Str., Tel-Aviv 69126, Israel

Phone/Fax: 00 972 3 642 1204 E-mail:

Website:

(President: Mr. MimmoMerola) Via Latina n° 63, 81055 S. Maria C. V.

(Ce), Italia Phone and Fax: +39(0)823-798631 E-mail:

or

Website:

(President: Mr. OsbertNeufville) 9 Gardenia Avenue, Kingston 6, West

IndiesPhone: +1-876-977-5927 E-Mail: or

(President: Mr. Kazutoshi Takeuchi) Karashidane House 75 Higashide-

cho, Kanshuji, Yamashina-ku, Kyoto 607-8288, Japan Phone &Fax : +81-774-46-

1205 E-mail: Website:

(President: Mr. Ronald Miller Mbehelo) Peruman House, 2nd Floor,

MburuGichua Road, P.O. Box 10450 - 20100, Nakuru, Kenya

Phone: Office: 254 051 - 2212593 Mobile: 254 0721 357 168

E-mail:

(President: Ms. Gulasel Nogoibaeva) 200 Ahunbaeva str., Apt.

30, Bishkek 720038, Kyrgyz Republic. Phone: +996 555 771 105 (mobile)

E-mail: or

(President: Ms. IevaAntonsone) Lacpleša street 59-19, Riga LV -1011,

Latvia Phone: +371 6701 2269 (work) ; +371 2940 3885 (mobile) ; Fax :

+371 670 12341 E-mail:

: (President: Ms. Diana Stankaitiene) Taikos pr. 76, LT-93200

Klaipeda, Lithuania Phone: +370 684 46127

E-mail: or or

cifanz@yahoo.co.nz www.cif.org.nz

cif2010argentina@gmail.com

info@cifaustralia.org

cifaustria@yahoo.com

www.cifaustria.at

cifcam@yahoo.com

kdg@cytanet.com.cy

marketa.skalicka@volny.cz marketa.skalicky@ranapece.cz

raul.kivi@lv.parnu.ee

raul@cifestonia.ee www.cifestonia.ee

info@ciffinland.org

leo.heikkila@welho.com www.ciffinland.org

ciffrance@orange.fr

mirboucher@aol.com www.cif-france.org

Info@cif-

germany.de inge.bierbrauer@cif-germany.de

www.cif-germany.de

cifhellas@cifhellas.org

www.cifhellas.org

veena.gos2011@gmail.com cif_india@yahoo.co.in

www.cifindia.org

baroned@013.net.il

www.cif.org.il

mimmo@thelanguagecentre.it cifitalia@cifitalia.it

www.cifitalia.it

cherville@cwjamaica.com

almarscott@yahoo.com

cifjapan08@gmail.com cif-japan.papnet.jp

kenyacif@ymail.com

cifkl@mail.ru gulasel2004@yandex.ru

ciflatvia@gmail.com

cif.lietuva@gmail.com dianastankaitiene@takas.lt

diana.stankaitiene@gmail.com

www.cifaustralia.org

NEPAL

NETHERLANDS

NORWAY

RUSSIA

SCOTLAND (UK)

SLOVENIA

SWEDEN

SWITZERLAND

TURKEY

UNITED STATES

CIPUSA

CIPUSA

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

(President: Mr. Krishna Acharya) Post box 8975,EPC 6004 Kathmandu,

Nepal Phone:00 977-1-4783666, +977 1 4872111

E-mail: or

(President: Ms. MiekeWeeda) Jagersdreef 142, 3972 XH

Driebergen Phone: +31 343 520986 E-mail: or

Website:

(President: Ms. Signe Skare) please use no name only: CIF Norway,

P.B. 7015 St.Olavsplass, 0130 Oslo, Norway Phone: 00 47 950 12874

E-mail: or website:

(President: Ms. Galina Kurganova) 190008, Saint Petersburg, mailbox

177, Russia Phone: +00 7 812 714 05 86; mobile +7 911 919 99 70:

Phone/Fax 00 7 812 713 1425, E-mail:

(President : Ms. Anne Robertson) 3 Main Street Almondbank

Perth, PH1 3NJ Phone : 00 44 1738 583073

E-mail:

(President: Ms.MajdaKnehtl) Linhartovaulica 4, 1233 DOB, Slovenija,

Slovenia Phone: 00386 1 7220847, or Mobil: +386 31 652054

E-mail:

(President: Mr. Jan Igefjord) Odensjö 20, 555 92, Jönköping, Sweden;

CIF-Sweden, Karlbergsvägen 80 nbÖg, SE-113 35 Stockholm, Sweden

Phone: +46 722227337 E-mail:

Website:

(President: Ms. Elisabeth FischbacherSchrobiltgen) Kronengasse

11, 5400 Baden, Switzerland Fax: 0041 56 210 30 36

E-mail: Website:

(President: Mr. Mustafa Dernek) Strazburg C. No. 43 Maltepe - Ankara,

Turkey Phone: +90 532 435 68 86 (mobile); Fax 00 90 312 229 63 14

E-mail: Website:

(President: Ms. Carolyn F. Sutton) 1245 Sugar Creek Lane,

Paris, IL 61944, USA Phone: 00 1 217-251-1522

E-mail:

(President & CEO: Ms. Lisa Purdy) Council of International Programs

USA, 3500 Lorain Avenue, Suite 504, Cleveland, OH 44113 , USA

Phone: +1 216.566.1088 Fax: +1 216.566.1490

E-mail: Website:
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cif.nepal2010@gmail.com krishna533@hotmail.com

info@cif-netherlands.org

mieke.weeda@gmail.com www.cif-netherlands.org

cifnorway@yahoo.no si.ska@online.no

www.cifnorway.org

cifrussia@mail.ru

anne.robertson@cifscotland.org.uk

majdaknehtl@gmail.com

info@cif-sweden.org

www.cif-sweden.org

e.fischbacher@gmx.ch www.cif-switzerland.ch

cifturkey@cifturkey.org www.cifturkey.org

csutton@joink.com

lisapurdy@cipusa.org www.cipusa.org
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Dearest Nadine,

I've received the sad news about your husbands' death and on behalf of

the Israeli branch and CIF International EC as well as me personally I wish to

send to you our deepest feelings of sorrow and condolences.

Your tragedy, losing your dear husband after long illness and waiting for

an emergency lung transplant, is also the CIF family tragedy.

I personally wish to share with you my feelings of identification as I was

widowed at the age of 28 while my husband 29 years old died of lung

cancer two years after diagnosed with Hodgkin disease. Those years they

could not cope with these illnesses and even though so much has been

accomplished in medicine this century, destiny has its own way.

We remember so well how active you were and contributed to the

organization so much as an EC member.

We all hug you and feel for you these days.

Please accept our deepest condolences!

All my love,

Edna

Dr. Edna Bar-On

CIF International President

New Contact Person from Spain

Ms. Maria José Sánchez Tera, Spain

Phone: (mobile)

E-mail:

+ 34 619 931 941

mjtera@gmail.com

Condolences
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We're on the Web!

www.cifinternational.com
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This issue of CIF NEWS was designed and printed in Cyprus
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National Branches

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEEEXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Edna Bar On President

Maria Christopoulou VicePresident

Lollie Bailey-Nilsson Secretary

Michael Cronin Member At Large

Maria Hierlinger-Gudat Treasurer

Gabi Kronberger Member At Large

edna.baron@cifinternational.com

gabi.kronberger@cifinternational.com

michael.cronin@cifinternational.com

kdg@cytanet.com.cy

Lollie.bailey@cifinternational.com

maria.hierlinger@cifinternational.com

The next election of CIF Executive Committee (EC)

leadership will be held at the CIF Conference in Ankara,

Turkey in June, 2013. For a successful election we need the

participation of everyone! The Board of Directors

appointed an Election Committee to facilitate this election.

We were also asked to review the Election Guidelines and

recommend process updates for consideration by the BD

at their meeting in Tanzania. One of our first tasks in the

process is to remind you in this issue of the World News

about the upcoming election and the eligibility rules for

nominees. CIF bylaws specify that nominees must be a

member in good standing of CIF and have participated in a

CIF or CIP/USA program. In addition, an individual cannot

hold a particular position for more than four years and

must step down from the EC after eight continuous years

of service. Therefore, the following EC members are

eligible to continue on the EC for two more years in the

same position: Edna BarOn (President), Maria

Christopoulou (Vice President), Gabi Kronberger

(Member at Large), Michael Cronin (Member at Large).

Lollie Bailey-Nilsson (Secretary) has served in this position

for four years and is eligible to continue in another

position on the EC. We express our gratitude and thanks to

Maria Hierlinger-Gudat (Treasurer) who has served the EC

for eight continuous years, first as Secretary and then as

Treasurer. She will no longer be eligible for nomination in

2013.

We request that all Branches and Contact Persons discuss

potential candidates for the upcoming election (especially

the position of Treasurer) and please identify candidates

for all positions competition for positions equals a vital

democratic organization with energy to achieve its

mission!

Branches will receive an e-mail letter in January 2013 with

the formal nomination form to be completed and

returned by the end of March, 2013. In the meantime,

please send any suggestions for eligible candidates or

questions to the following Election Committee members:

We will follow-up with all those suggested to confirm

eligibility and interest in EC service. See you in Ankara!

Suzanne Schorro

Agneta Björklund

Jane Ollendorff

(Switzerland) schorros@gmail.com0041

22 347 46 50

(Sweden) ag.bjorklund@gmail.com 46 8

754 0524

(USA) jane.franko@charter.net Phone/fax:

314.791.6466

Nominees Needed for

Executive Committee Elections

in 2013

Nominees Needed for

Executive Committee Elections

in 2013

By Jane Ollendorff, convener, Election Committee

Nominees Needed for

Executive Committee Elections

in 2013

Others are merely the part of

ourselves that we still don't

know, peace of the spirit is the

condition and love the tool

that can help us discover the

beauty we are missing, and

possibly contribute to “ Heal

the World” a bit.

Mimmo Merola,

Peace Project CIF 2012

Happy 25th Anniversary,

and first Peace Project Program

CIF Italia!

Happy 25th Anniversary,

and first Peace Project Program

CIF Italia!


